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Abstract
Previous research has integrated multi-echelon inventory management into the design of a respon-
sive supply chain by the use of the guaranteed service approach. We build further upon this work
by integrating the production capacity and product flow to minimize the supply chain’s inventories.
The production capacity is modeled with a queuing network to handle the variability of the batch
production processes as well as the demand variability. We test and validate our model with adapted
instances from literature and apply it to the rotavirus vaccine supply chain. This vaccine supply
chain is seen as complex on the manufacturing side as well as on the distribution side. For our in-
dustrial application we show how this work is embedded in a scenario approach and the contribution
of our model to evaluate a single scenario according to multiple performance indicators. For this
paper, our scenarios consist of different lead time reduction programmes and varying demand levels.
We demonstrate how to extract the best performing scenario.
1 Introduction
Emerging pressure from global competitors and stringent agreements with the final customer on the
delivery date require a responsive end-to-end supply chain. We define such a responsive supply chain as
a supply chain that is able to meet a fluctuating demand with variable, but relatively short lead times.
Ideally, this means that a responsive supply chain is still able to satisfy the customer’s demand in case of
undesirable variability of the process durations (e.g. unexpected maintenance, material issues or quality
problems) as well as variability stemming from externalities (e.g. tenders or natural disasters leading to
sudden demand changes). Such undesirable variability of the process durations may induce a lead time
distribution which can take a wide range of values and might expose a fat tail. However, supply chain
responsiveness cannot only be improved by reducing the lead times of the different processes and their
variability, but also by trading off operational buffers ([Vandaele and De Boeck, 2003]): such buffers
include the position and the volume of the strategic stocks and the load of the installed production
capacity in the supply chain.
A literature review on supply chain network design models by [Lemmens et al., 2016] shows that
the majority of the literature imposes an economical performance criterion instead of a responsiveness
criterion in the research field on supply chain design whilst literature confirms the importance of a lead
time driven supply chain metric. Recent work of [de Treville et al., 2014] shows for three industrial
supply chains (GSK Vaccines, Nissan Europe and Nestle´ Switzerland) that managers underestimate the
benefits of cutting lead times. Our industrial application is in line with Suri’s work on Quick Response
Manufacturing ([Suri, 1998]): this work describes a company wide approach to reduce lead times and
emphasizes the industrial relevance.
The challenge and importance of the design of a responsive vaccine supply chain is emphasized by
[Shah, 2004, Shah, 2005]. The vaccine industry is characterized by complex manufacturing processes
and stringent regulatory processes which tend to be slow. The vaccine supply chain involves primary
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processes (cultivation of the antigen), secondary processes (formulation, filling and packaging) and a
meticulous process of continuous quality control and quality assurance. All this leads to an overall
supply chain lead time of more than 300 days ([VaccinesEurope, 2015], [IFPMA, 2016]).
GSK Vaccines is located in Wavre (Belgium) and has 17 production facilities which manufactured
and distributed more than 690 million doses across 170 countries in 2015 ([GSK, 2016b]). GSK Vaccines
is partnering with Gavi, The Vaccine Alliance, and Save the Children and one of the company’s deep
commitments is to contribute to the accessibility of its vaccines through equitable or tiered pricing ([GSK,
2014]). Recently, at the meeting of the UN High Level Panel on Access to Medicines, GSK CEO Sir
Andrew Witty set out a series of steps designed to help bring innovative GSK medicines to more people
living in the world’s poorest countries ([GSK, 2016a]). For the 20 leading pharmaceutical companies the
Access to Medicines Index measures the performance of providing vaccines, medicines and healthcare in
developing countries ([ATM, 2016]) and GSK has been placed multiple times at the top of this index
([GSK, 2014]).
In general, the global demand for vaccines exceeds its supply and large volumes are negotiated by
tender contracts. Furthermore vaccine supply chains face long and variable lead times and the regulatory
affairs and vaccines’ perishability limit potential stock building ([Lemmens et al., 2016]). For GSK
Vaccines, [de Treville et al., 2014] explains that these long and variable lead times also resulted from a
tactic to move production between factories in search of the highest capacity utilization to obtain cost
savings.
We demonstrate our approach for the rotavirus vaccine manufacturing supply chain of GSK Vac-
cines. We selected this vaccine on the basis of the availability of both capacity and supply related data
and expert knowledge from GSK Vaccines ([Decouttere et al., 2015]). The rotavirus vaccine has been
introduced in the national immunization programme of many developing countries and allowed us to
conduct an extended stakeholder analysis ([Decouttere et al., 2015]). In addition, the production lines
for this vaccine are dedicated which allows us to consider this work as a pilot study before elaborating on
more complex manufacturing supply chains. These complex manufacturing supply chains may include
(1) shared capacity between different vaccines or (2) combination vaccines against multiple diseases such
as the Diphtheria-Tetanus-Pertussis (DTP) vaccine ([WHO, 2016]).
For the rotavirus vaccine, the available production time of each manufacturing line is obtained by
determining the quarterly available time (based on e.g. the number of working shifts per day and
the number of holidays) and subsequently deducting the time allocated to maintenance, setup, and
validation of the line. Given the remaining available time and the nominal speed of the production lines,
it is identified whether or not the manufacturing supply chain is able to produce the demand volume.
At an aggregate level, the supply chain responsiveness and the bottleneck capacity are determined based
on the average lead time duration and the production capacity utilization of the different processes. In
this paper, we integrate the impact of the production capacity on the lead time durations by the use of
queuing networks. We add a supply chain responsiveness and production capacity performance measure
on top of an inventory performance measure into the guaranteed service approach ([Graves and Willems,
2000]). Such an integrated approach allows us, for example, to measure the impact of a higher demand
volume on the production capacity utilization, the lead times and the strategic stock.
The model described in this paper is part of a larger research program on end-to-end vaccine supply
chain design. Therefore, in the intent to position this paper precisely, we refer to a generic approach
which boils down to a five step framework ([Decouttere et al., 2015]), where the supply chain design
problem is constructed through a scenario approach. A list of scenarios is constructed along the possible
values of particular design and event parameters. In this way, at maximum, the total number of scenarios
equals the full factorial design of these design and event parameters. This helps to explain why we do
not include all features in the model described in this paper. It is to be considered as a building block.
Figure 1 visualizes the approach. Each scenario, being one realization of each design parameter and each
event parameter, can be visualized by the dotted rectangle. On the left we have the scenario description
which constitutes out of the design parameter values, the event parameter values, other relevant scenario
parameters (common to all designs and all events) and decision variables mapping the degree of freedom
within the scenario itself which will be subject to optimization. In the middle of the figure it is shown
that a scenario is built through three distinct models: a flow model which models the operational issues,
a financial model which models the financial side of the scenario and finally a value model which models
the value based issues. These are interconnected, dependent and lead together to the calculation of Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs), which may be operational, financial or value based. This model based
part of the scenario may be complemented by some non-model based scenario characteristics: KPIs which
come straight from the scenario description. This paper describes a flow model that covers a part of the
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supply chain and turns a subset of the scenario description parameters into a couple of operational KPIs.
We obtain the production capacity utilization, the responsiveness and the optimal total stock, which are
the sum of the safety stocks and early arrival stocks. These concepts will be defined in more detail later
in this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the guaranteed service
approach, the stochastic service approach, the hybrid service approach and the related literature. Section
3 extends the guaranteed service approach methodology and the integration of production capacity into
this approach. In Section 4 we show our results for an extended data set. The real-life applicability of
our work to the rotavirus vaccine supply chain is shown in Section 5. In Section 6, we draw conclusions
and identify implications for future research.
2 Literature Review
2.1 Guaranteed Service Approach
[Graves and Willems, 2003] distinguish the GSA and the Stochastic Service Approach as two main ap-
proaches in the literature on inventory models for multi-echelon supply chains. The GSA optimizes the
strategic safety stock placement in supply chains while providing a high customer service level. This
work is relevant for managers who face the pressure of reducing inventories in an existing supply chain as
the production capacity and the lead times are fixed. A recent comprehensive survey of [Eruguz et al.,
2016] classifies the existing Guaranteed Service Approach (GSA) literature along three dimensions: the
considered assumptions, the developed solution methods and the industrial application. The GSA as-
sumes that every supply chain stage quotes an outbound guaranteed service time: this is the time by
which the stage under consideration satisfies the (internal or external) demand of the next stage. This
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quoted guaranteed service time complies with 100% service to its customers. The GSA assumes that
safety stock can be used to cope with normal demand variability and other additional countermeasures
beyond safety stock must be used when the demand exceeds a normal variability level. In the GSA,
such available countermeasures, for example accelerated production and overtime, refer to the operat-
ing flexibility assumption of the supply chain stages required to ensure a 100% delivery service. The
assumption to be able to cope with normal demand variability is often referred to as the assumption of
bounded demand. However, the external demand may not be bounded. This implies that one portion
of the demand will be buffered with stock, another portion will be handled with operating flexibility
measures and the remaining portion will be backlogged or lost. To perform such flexibility measures,
excess production capacity may need to exist in the supply chain. Traditionally, the external demand
is assumed to be stationary and is propagated to all the other stages. [Schoenmeyr and Graves, 2009]
demonstrate the benefits of including the demand forecasting process for serial and assembly supply
chains. We also refer the interested reader to [Graves and Willems, 2008] and [Neale and Willems, 2009]
as they show how to propagate non-stationary demand into guaranteed service supply chains.
Another assumption is that each stage operates under a periodic review base stock policy with a
common review period. The GSA has been extended toward different inventory policies: optimal batch
ordering policies, optimal continuous review policies and more general (stage-dependent) review policies
have been studied by [Li et al., 2013], [Chen and Li, 2015], [Bossert and Willems, 2007], respectively for
different supply chain topologies. [Eruguz et al., 2014] optimize nested power-of-two reorder intervals
and order-up-to levels in guaranteed service supply chains simultaneously. [Klosterhalfen et al., 2014]
develop an exact approach to integrate static dual supply in the GSA by adopting an order-splitting
policy among the suppliers.
[Graves and Willems, 2003, Graves and Willems, 2005] and [Moncayo-Mart´ınez and Zhang, 2013]
combine the GSA with supply chain configuration: some stages face the selection of an option of the
functionality of the stage. These options may differ in its direct cost and lead time. [Moncayo-Mart´ınez
and Zhang, 2013] minimize the total supply chain cost and the supply chain’s responsiveness of a supply
chain configuration problem simultaneously using a bi-objective MAX-MIN ant system. [Funaki, 2012]
and [You and Grossmann, 2010, You and Grossmann, 2011a] combine the GSA with facility location
decisions: production or distribution facilities have to be located and the appropriate stock levels have
to be set to optimize the total supply chain costs and/or supply chain’s responsiveness. For these works
the production capacity remains fixed.
[Lesnaia, 2004] shows that the optimization of strategic safety stock levels with the GSA is a NP-
hard problem for general acyclic networks. Dynamic programming algorithms have been developed for
different supply chain network topologies: for serial supply chains ([Chen and Li, 2015]), assembly type
networks ([Funaki, 2012]), spanning trees ([Graves and Willems, 2000], [Graves and Willems, 2005]),
networks with clusters of commonality ([Humair and Willems, 2006]) and general acyclic networks with
a generalized cost function ([Humair and Willems, 2011]). [Magnanti et al., 2006] use successive piece-
wise linearization to approximate the nonlinear (concave) cost objective function and add redundant
constraints to improve the computation time for the optimization of the strategic safety stock in general
networks. Two simple heuristics are developed by [Shu and Karimi, 2009]. These heuristics use iterative
linear approximations of the objective function to solve the strategic safety stock problem for general
acyclic networks. [Li and Womer, 2008] and [Li and Jiang, 2012] formulate the earlier mentioned supply
chain configuration problem and the strategic safety stock problem in general acyclic networks as equiva-
lent project scheduling problems. These papers show how temporal constraints and resource constraints
can be imposed by using the project scheduling representations. The authors propose constraint pro-
gramming based solution approaches. [Grahl et al., 2014] relax the assumption of identical guaranteed
service times toward all the successors of a particular stage. As the complexity of the problem increases
by relaxing this assumption, the authors apply metaheuristics to solve it.
2.2 Stochastic Service Approach
[Graves and Willems, 2003] also explain the Stochastic Service Approach (SSA). Both GSA and SSA
are used to solve the same multi-echelon inventory problem, but have different assumptions concerning
the flexibility of the supply chain stages and the role of safety stock. The SSA relaxes the strict service
guarantee (100% delivery service) and assumes that the service of each stage is variable: it allocates
the stock to different stages by assuming that occasional upstream shortages may cause delivery delays.
Furthermore, this approach assumes that safety stock is the only means to deal with variability. This
implies that the supply chain is seen as inflexible and the production capacity is fixed. [Klosterhalfen and
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Minner, 2010] propose a simulation study to compare the resulting costs of the GSA and the SSA for a
system with one warehouse and multiple retailers. The authors assign additional costs for using operating
flexibility in the GSA and conclude that the GSA performs better in case of moderate operating flexibility
costs, long warehouse processing times and high retailer service levels. The computational attractiveness
of the GSA over SSA is confirmed by this research. [Graves and Willems, 2003] also combine the SSA
with the supply configuration problem mentioned earlier.
2.3 Hybrid Service Approach
[Klosterhalfen et al., 2013] integrate both the GSA and the SSA into supply chain multi-echelon inventory
optimization to benefit from the advantages of both approaches. The authors propose a Hybrid Service
Approach (HSA), instead of considering the GSA and SSA as mutually exclusive frameworks, which
determines the best performing approach (GSA or SSA) for each supply chain stage by partitioning the
serial supply chain into subnetworks. The numerical study of this work concludes that a pure GSA or
SSA is dominated by the HSA in terms of total inventory costs, i.e. pipeline and on-hand stock. The
authors mention two interesting future research areas: (1) the integration of capacity constraints and (2)
the extension of the HSA to other network structures. As motivated in the next subsection, we elaborate
on the integration of capacity constraints into the GSA.
2.4 Our approach
In this paper, we further elaborate on the GSA as we observed that this approach is tractable from both
a modeling and a computational point of view. [Graves and Willems, 2003] describe that characterizing
the replenishment lead time is extremely challenging for the SSA: for each stage, the replenishment
lead time is variable and equals the sum of its deterministic processing time and the variable delay of its
suppliers. For one stage, the number of combinations of predecessors that can be out of stock increases in
a combinatorial way with the number of predecessors. Furthermore, a supplier’s supplier might be out of
stock in a multi-echelon inventory system. [Chen and Li, 2015] confirm that the GSA has the advantage
that the inventory optimization problem can be formulated as a deterministic programming problem
rather than a stochastic programming problem. As mentioned earlier, the GSA has been combined with
supply chain configuration and supply chain design decisions. [Humair et al., 2013] confirm the savings
for several real-world companies with inventory reductions by implementing the GSA. [Billington et al.,
2004], [Farasyn et al., 2011], [Wieland et al., 2012] and [Moncayo-Mart´ınez et al., 2014] elaborate on
the GSA as a foundation of a multi-echelon inventory tool to manage inventories at Hewlett-Packard,
Procter & Gamble, Intel and a company in the automotive industry respectively.
A large body of the publications in this literature review focuses on inventory optimization or min-
imizing total supply chain costs and assumes infinite production capacity. In this work the assumption
of infinite production capacity will be relaxed and we consider the production capacity utilization and
supply chain responsiveness as additional KPIs. [Sitompul et al., 2008] emphasize that locating strategic
safety stock becomes a lot more complicated if production capacity constraints are taken into account.
For serial supply chains, the authors derive the safety stock and excess production capacity based on
the available production capacity and standard deviation of the demand during the net replenishment
lead time. The authors use simulation to estimate a correction factor to obtain the same stock-out
probability as in the uncapacitated case. [Graves and Schoenmeyr, 2016] published an extension of the
GSA model ([Graves and Willems, 2000]) to include capacity constraints and analytically characterized
the necessary base stock levels. The authors show how existing dynamic programming algorithms for the
uncapacitated case can be adapted to the capacitated case. Production capacity constraints have also
been integrated in guaranteed service supply chains by [Jung et al., 2008]. Their mathematical program
models the production quantities and the excess production capacity as decision variables and minimizes
inventory holding costs and backordering costs. Our approach focuses on the integration of production
capacity into guaranteed service supply chains by the use of queuing networks. This approach allows us
to calculate lead times which depend on the production capacity.
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3 Methodology
3.1 Guaranteed Service Approach
As in [Humair et al., 2013], we further build on the distinction between the guaranteed service approach
with deterministic lead times (GSA-DET) and the guaranteed service approach with variable lead times
(GSA-VAR). The lead time of a stage represents the time from the availability of all the inputs of this
stage until the output is ready to serve the (internal or external) demand of the next stage and may
include material handling, machine processing, transportation time and waiting time, but also time to
undergo regulatory, quality and release procedures. In GSA-DET, the value for these lead times is
deterministic and two easy heuristics exist to choose this value in case of an empirical distribution of the
lead times: (1) fixing the lead times to their mean value and (2) fixing the lead times to their maximum
value. However, such a reasonable heuristic leads to inaccurate inventory levels and an inaccurate
responsiveness performance measure. To the best of our knowledge, the work of [Humair et al., 2013]
and [Neale and Willems, 2009] are the only manuscripts that allow lead time variability into the GSA.
These authors demonstrate how inventory levels can be determined in a more accurate way instead of
using these two heuristics.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. First, we introduce the modeling framework of
the GSA with deterministic lead times. We refer the interested reader to [Graves and Willems, 2000] for
a more detailed description of GSA-DET. Next, we present how [Humair et al., 2013] allow for lead-time
variability. Finally, we show our approach which integrates production capacity by the use of queuing
networks and still allows for demand and lead time variability.
3.2 Guaranteed Service Approach with Deterministic Lead Times (GSA-
DET)
According to [Graves and Willems, 2000], a supply chain stage represents a processing resource in the
supply chain and might be the procurement of raw materials, production of components or subassemblies,
production of assemblies and testing of the finished goods or the transportation from a distribution center
to a regional warehouse. The supply chain network can also be represented by a graph where the nodes
correspond to the supply chain stages and the arcs denote the precedence relationships between the
nodes. A strategic safety stock point and its associated volume can be located at each stage.
For GSA-DET, we assume that each stage j has a deterministic production lead time, ewj. This means,
for example, if the inputs for stage j are available at time t, then the considered stage has completed
its processing request at time t + ewj. [You and Grossmann, 2010, You and Grossmann, 2011a] use the
term order processing time instead of production lead time and assume the order processing time to be
independent of the order size. [Graves and Willems, 2000] mention the important assumption that the
production lead time is not influenced by the capacity utilization. We will relax this assumption in our
model.
The GSA assumes that each supply chain stage quotes an outbound guaranteed service time (SOUTj ).
The SOUTj is the time by which the stage can guarantee a 100 % delivery service. The stage must hold
sufficient inventory such that it is able to ensure the strict service guarantee. For each stage j, also
an inbound guaranteed service time (SINj ) is quoted. The S
IN
j is the time when all inputs of the stage
are available and processing can start. Remark that the SINj is equal to the maximum S
OUT
j of the
independently preceding stages in case of a non-serial supply chain (e.g. assembly type supply chain
topology). According to [Graves and Willems, 2000], this can be expressed as
SINj = max
i:(i,j)∈A
{SOUTi } (1)
where A denotes the set of arcs in the supply chain network. For every arc (i,j) ∈ A, stage i
replenishes its downstream stage j. For a stage j, GSA-DET assumes a deterministic replenishment
lead time as both its guaranteed service times and the production lead time are deterministic. [You and
Grossmann, 2010, You and Grossmann, 2011a] emphasize the replenishment lead time as an important
difference between single-echelon and multi-echelon inventory systems. In a single stage inventory system,
replenishment lead time is often exogenous and treated as parameter whilst in a multi-echelon inventory
system it depends on the inventory level of the predecessor(s). We denote the replenishment time as the
Net (replenishment) Lead Time (NLT). The GSA computes the NLT as the sum of the stage’s inbound
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Figure 2: Calculation of the net lead time (based on [You and Grossmann, 2010])
SINj ewj
SOUTj
NLTj
guaranteed service time and the production lead time minus the outbound guaranteed service time, or
formally:
NLTj = S
IN
j + ewj − SOUTj (2)
Figure 2 visualizes this equation. As explained in detail in [You and Grossmann, 2010], we highlight
two extreme cases regarding equation (2):
 SOUTj = 0, i.e. NLTj = S
IN
j + ewj. An outbound guaranteed service time equal to zero means that
the stage can fulfill the order of the downstream stage immediately. This requires that the stage
needs to hold the most strategic safety stock. In such case, a stage is denoted as operating in push
mode.
 SOUTj = S
IN
j + ewj, i.e. NLTj = 0. The reception of the necessary inputs of the predecessors and
the production lead time is within the quoted outbound guaranteed service time. This implies
that the stage does not need to hold any strategic safety stock. In such case, a stage is denoted as
operating in pull mode.
[You and Grossmann, 2011a] show that the supply chain’s responsiveness can be measured as the SOUTj
of the last stage of the supply chain (e.g. customer markets). This responsiveness measure quantifies the
maximum time within which the (external) demand is satisfied. In case of multiple customer markets,
the supply chain’s responsiveness may be computed as (1) the maximum SOUTj of the markets or (2) a
weighted average value of each customer market’s SOUTj . In such a case we will opt for the first method.
[Graves and Willems, 2003] derive the strategic Safety Stock (SSj) and Base Stock (BSj) level held
at the stage under consideration as a function of its net replenishment lead time:
SSj = kjσ
D
j
√
NLTj (3)
BSj = µ
D
j NLTj + kjσ
D
j
√
NLTj (4)
These results rely on a common way to set a node’s demand bound, namely µDj NLTj + kjσ
D
j
√
NLTj.
In these equations, kj represents the safety stock factor at stage j. This parameter determines the stage’s
demand that can be covered with the stage’s safety stock. A common assumption is that the demand of
stage j is normally distributed with mean µDj and standard deviation σ
D
j . The expected Work-In-Process
inventories (WIP) or pipeline stock at stage j can be determined using Little’s law ([Little, 1961]):
WIPj = ewjµ
D
j (5)
We formulate the complete deterministic mathematical program (denoted as problem P1) of the
guaranteed service framework:
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min
∑
j∈J
kjσ
D
j
√
SINj + ewj − SOUTj (6)
subject to SOUTj − SINj ≤ ewj ∀j ∈ J (7)
SINj − SOUTi ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A (8)
SOUTj ≤ sj ∀j ∈ JE (9)
SINj ,S
OUT
j ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ J (10)
The objective function (6) minimizes the strategic SS across the supply chain. Remark that the
strategic SS levels are nonlinearly related to the NLTs. Constraint set (7) implies that the NLTs are
positive. Constraints (8) are a linearization of (1): the stage’s SINj is the time when the outputs of all the
preceding stages are available. The maximal quotable SOUTj to an end node (j ∈ JE) in the supply chain
is denoted by sj. Constraints (9) enforce that the outbound guaranteed service times to the end nodes
satisfy the exogenously quoted guaranteed service times. In case of multiple end nodes, our aggregate
supply chain responsiveness measure (R) is defined as the maximum of the outbound guaranteed service
times to the end nodes. The final set of constraints (10) assures the nonnegativity of the guaranteed
service times.
3.3 Guaranteed Service Approach with Variable Lead Times (GSA-VAR)
[Humair et al., 2013] emphasize the importance of integrating variable lead times into the GSA as every
supply chain is confronted with variable lead times. The authors develop a closed-form expression to
compute the SS for the GSA with variable lead times such that the total inventory cost can be minimized.
They provide a numerical comparison of SS and WIP levels of GSA-VAR and two heuristics for fixing
the lead times of an empirical distribution for GSA-DET: (1) fixing the lead times to their mean value
and (2) fixing the lead times to their maximum value. Compared to GSA-VAR, the SS levels may be
significantly underestimated for both heuristics. The WIP levels are equal for both GSA-VAR and GSA-
DET in case the lead times are fixed to their mean value, but they are overestimated in case the lead
times are fixed to their maximum value.
We note that in case of variable lead times, processing at a stage might be finished early because of
shorter lead time realizations. In this case, it is impossible to pass stock to the next stage as the GSA
assumes that this downstream stage can only start processing at its SINj . This leads to Early-Arrival
Stock (EAS) in the supply chain. Such a phenomenon only occurs if the lead time realization is smaller
than the difference between the outbound and inbound guaranteed service time of the stage. In this
case, the NLT is negative and this leads to a negative shortfall. That is, the shortfall is negative when
a stage has replenished all the demand that it has filled and also some demand it has yet to fill. For
completeness, we note that there is a positive shortfall when the NLT is positive and no shortfall when
the NLT equals zero. The shortfall is positive when the demand associated with the replenishment order
has not yet been filled.
[Humair et al., 2013] determine a closed-form expression for the computation of the SS (for GSA-
DET, see (3)) and the average EAS in case of variable lead times. In this work, we show the resulting
closed-form expressions. We refer the interested reader to the appendix of [Humair et al., 2013] for the
full derivation of these equations:
SSj = kj
√
Y(T)(σDj )
2 + (µDj )
2Z(T) (11)
EASj = µ
D
j (Y(T)− ewj + T) (12)
where T = SOUTj − SINj and Y() and Z() are functions that depend on the probability distribution of
the lead time and are specified in Appendix A (based on [Humair et al., 2013]). The expected value and
the variance of the NLT conditional on being positive are computed by Y(T) and Z(T) respectively. In
equation (11), the square root term denotes the standard deviation of the positive shortfall. In equation
(12), ewj represents the mean value of the general lead time distribution of stage j. Remark that the
closed-form expressions hold for both discrete and continuous distributions of the lead times. The total
stock for GSA-VAR can be determined by replacing the objective function (6) of problem P1 by the sum
of (11) and (12) over all nodes.
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Figure 3: Structure of supply chain Chain 01 of [Willems, 2008]
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3.4 Incorporation of production capacity into the Guaranteed Service Ap-
proach with Variable Lead Times
Figure 3 shows the supply chain structure of Chain 01 of [Willems, 2008] consisting of three echelons
and eight stages: three part suppliers (Part1, Part2 and Part3), two manufacturers (Manu1 and Manu2)
and three retailers (Ret1, Ret2 and Ret3). The triangles represent candidate strategic SS locations. For
the ease of explanation, we refer to the stages as nodes, denote the set of nodes as J and partition the
set of nodes according to the three echelons: JP, JM and JR where JP is the set of part supplier nodes,
JM is the set of manufacturer nodes and JR is the set of retailer nodes. At each node, an activity with
a certain duration has to be performed. The arcs represent the precedence relationships between the
nodes and we assume an assembly type supply chain: the activities at Manu1, Manu2 and Ret2 can only
start when all the predecessors are ready. Remark that such an activity may include machine processing
time, but also waiting, material handling, transportation time or time to undergo regulatory and quality
procedures. We refer to the node’s total (average) activity duration as the node’s average lead time.
Furthermore we assume that the average lead time and its variability are available for the part
supplier and the retailer echelon. The manufacturing echelon consists of high-speed processing nodes.
Remark that such a node may represent a complex production system and could be decomposed into a
subnetwork of nodes. For each manufacturing node we model multiple, identical production lines and
assume that their unit processing time and variability are known and the lead time and its variability
are to be determined. One of our contributions is to model these lead times as a function of the installed
production capacity for guaranteed service supply chains. In case of large volumes, inducing a high
capacity utilization, the waiting time for such a processing activity may increase drastically. Such a long
waiting time has a negative impact on the corresponding node’s outbound service time and subsequently
damages the supply chain’s responsiveness if no additional production capacity and/or inventory buffers
can be inserted.
We show our approach in Figure 4 which further elaborates on the flow model in Figure 1. A subset
of the parameters and decision variables of the scenario description is needed for the flow model (shown
in green). The flow model consists of two phases which are visualized by green rectangles. The first
phase decomposes the manufacturing nodes and calculates the production capacity utilization, lead time
and lead time variability of the manufacturing nodes by the use of queuing networks. The production
capacity utilization is one of the KPIs of our flow model and is shown on the right of this figure. The
second phase uses the releveant information of the scenario description and the calculated lead times and
lead time variabilities in the previous phase to calculate the supply chain’s safety stock and early-arrival
stock. The supply chain responsiveness is a KPI which comes straight from the scenario description.
3.4.1 Phase 1: Lead time and lead time variability calculation phase
The general outline of this phase is as follows:
1. We propagate the external demand and its variability (in units) to all the internal nodes in the
SCN
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Figure 4: Two phases for production capacity integration into GSA-VAR
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2. For a manufacturing node, we set the arrival stream to the production line equal to the node’s
demand
3. We propagate the square coefficents of variation of the arrival processes downstream
4. At the manufacturing echelon we assume serial process batching and compute the manufacturing
nodes’ utilization, lead time and lead time variability
We assume that the average demand per time unit and its standard deviation, denoted as µDj and
σDj respectively, is available for j ∈ JR and follows a stationary process. For an assembly type supply
chain, the internal or dependent demand of the manufacturer echelon JM and the part supplier echelon
JP can be calculated sequentially by:
µDj =
∑
i:(j,i)∈A
θj,iµ
D
i (13)
where θj,i represents the number of items of upstream node j required for downstream node i according
to the bill of material.
The total volume that needs to be available to satisfy the internal or external demand of the corre-
sponding node j is denoted by λj and equals the node’s demand (µ
D
j ) when there are no disposals caused
by technical issues (e.g. yield, scrap or write-offs).
The standard deviation of the demand for the manufacturing nodes j ∈ JM can be computed by:
σDj =
√ ∑
i:(j,i)∈A
∑
i′:(j,i′)∈A
θj,iθj,i′σDi σ
D
i′ φi,i′ (14)
where i and i′ each represent a retailer demand node and φi,i′ denotes the correlation between the
retailer demand streams (φi,i = 1 by definition). Remark that the demand at internal stages may be
correlated even when end-item demand streams are independent ([Humair and Willems, 2011]: online
supplement). For the supply chain network displayed in Figure 3 the reader can check that the demand
streams seen by the part supplier nodes are correlated. We use the following expression to calculate the
standard deviation of the part nodes’ demand (σDp with p ∈ JP) in terms of the standard deviation for
the retailer demand nodes:
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σDp =
√ ∑
i:(j,i)∈A
∑
i′:(j,i′)∈A
θ˜p,iθ˜p,i′σDi σ
D
i′ φi,i′ (15)
whereby θ˜p,i =
∑
j:(p,j)∈A θp,jθj,i and θ˜p,i′ =
∑
j:(p,j)∈A θp,jθj,i′ . We refer the interested reader to the
work of [You and Grossmann, 2011b] who use variance-to-mean ratios to propagate the demand vari-
ability. They show how risk pooling and the bullwhip effect can be modeled by using these ratios. In
our work, we propagate supply variability by using Squared Coefficients of Variation (SCVs). We denote
the SCVs of the unit arrival processes and unit service processes as (CAj )
2 and (CSj )
2 respectively and
assume that the SCVs of the unit arrival processes are available for nodes j ∈ JP. For manufacturing
nodes j ∈ JM, the SCVs of the unit service processes are also given. For the parts echelon, we assume
that the SCVs of the departing processes, (CDj )
2, are equal to (CAj )
2 as this echelon does not contain
machine processing operations.
For the manufacturing echelon, we calculate each node’s lead time and corresponding variability.
According to (11) and (12), this information influences the necessary SS levels and emerging EAS.
We compute the expected lead time and its variability by taking production capacity constraints into
account using a G/G/m queuing model. We allow the lead time and its variability to be dependent of the
batch size and assume general interarrival and processing time distributions. We assume serial process
batching: the units in the process batch are processed one by one but setup time is needed between two
batches. Furthermore we allow for multiple identical production lines, denoted by m. For nodes j ∈ JM,
we compute the expected lead time, ewj, based on [Lambrecht and Vandaele, 1996]:
ewj = ew
C
j + ew
Q
j + ew
P
j (16)
where ewCj is the batch collection time, ew
Q
j is the batch waiting time and ew
P
j is the batch processing
time. We omit the batch collection time as it is less relevant for our industrial application. For ewPj ,
we assume that the unit processing times are independent and identically distributed and a setup time
τj which is independent of the processing times. The expected batch processing time can be computed
similarly to [Lambrecht and Vandaele, 1996]:
ewPj = τj + Qjtj (17)
where Qj and tj represent the batch size and the unit processing time respectively. The expected
waiting time is derived by the use of the bulk arrival-bulk service approach. Then the following batch
arrival process quantities can be characterized ([Lambrecht and Vandaele, 1996]):
λBAj =
λj
Qj
(18)
(CBAj )
2 =
(CAj )
2
Qj
(19)
where the superscript BA refers to the batch arrival process, λBAj and λj refer to the arrival rate
of the batch process and the individual units respectively and (CBAj )
2 is the SCV of the batch arrival
process. The batch service processes, denoted by the superscript BS, are described as follows:
(σBSj )
2 = (στj )
2 + Qj(σ
t
j )
2 (20)
(CBSj )
2 =
(σBSj )
2
(ewPj )
2
(21)
where (σBSj )
2 and (CBSj )
2 is the variability and SCV of the batch service time for all j in JM respec-
tively. The standard deviation of the setup time and the unit processing times are denoted by στj and
σtj . For nodes j ∈ JM, the utilization rate ρj is equal to:
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ρj =
λBAj ew
P
j
m
<1 (22)
The utilization rate must be strictly smaller than 100% to avoid the node’s explosion. Indeed, the
suggested approximation of [Whitt, 1983] shows that the expected waiting time increases in a nonlinear
way when the utilization rate increases for a batch arrival - batch service G/G/m queue:
ewQj = ω
(
ρj, (C
BA
j )
2, (CBSj ),m
)( (CBAj )2 + (CBSj )2
2
)ρ
√
2(m+1)−1
j
m(1− ρj)
 ewPj (23)
where the correction factor ω applies to a node under heavy traffic conditions with multiple parallel
production lines ([Whitt, 1993]). Note that we use the Kraemer and Langenbach-Belz formula ([Kraemer
and Langenbach-Belz, 1976, Lambrecht et al., 1998]) in case m = 1. An expression for (CBAj )
2 with j ∈
JM is less trivial because the arrival stream at manufacturing node j depends on the departing streams
from its predecessors. To obtain this aggregate SCV we use the approximation as in [Whitt, 1983]. Then,
the batch departure SCV of each manufacturing node can be determined by the following approximation
([Whitt, 1983]):
(CBDj )
2 = 1 + (1− ρ2j )((CBAj )2 − 1) +
ρ2j√
m
((CBSj )
2 − 1) (24)
Finally, for nodes j ∈ JM, the expected lead time, ewj, is the sum of the expected batch waiting time
and the batch processing time. The lead time variability can be obtained by:
(σewj )
2 = (σew
Q
j )
2 + (σew
P
j )
2 + 2cov(ewQj , ew
P
j ) (25)
which includes the variance of the expected waiting time, the variance of the batch processing time and
their covariance as they are not independent. Based on simulation results, [Lambrecht and Vandaele,
1996] postulate that such covariance is hard to obtain in case of a lot sizing model and drop this
computation as they expect it to have a low contribution to (σewj )
2. In this work, we also consider the
computation of this covariance term as out of scope. We opt for the approximation of [Whitt, 1993] to
derive the variance of the batch waiting time and refer to Appendix B for more detail.
All the previous information allows us to compute the first and second order moment of the lead time
distribution. However, for the intermediary computations for (11) and (12) the lead time probability
distribution should be known. Even when the probability distribution of the waiting time and the
machine processing time are known, the probability distribution of the lead time might be hard to
obtain. Experiments of [Lambrecht et al., 1998], [Lambrecht and Vandaele, 1996] and [Vandaele, 1996]
indicate that the (right-) skewed lognormal distribution provides a good fit for the lead time distribution
function. For that reason we will also use a lognormal distribution and determine its scale parameter δj
∈ [−∞,∞] and shape parameter γj > 0. Furthermore, this distribution does not require an additional
parameter to shift the domain of the distribution. The authors above obtain δj and the γj of the lead
time distribution by:
δj = ln
 ewj√
(σewj )
2/(ewj)2 + 1
 (26)
γ2j = ln
(
(σewj )
2
(ewj)2
+ 1
)
(27)
The supply chain SS and EAS can now be computed in the second phase. Note that both SS and
EAS, for nodes j ∈ JM, now depend on the production capacity and its utilization.
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3.4.2 Phase 2: Safety stock and early-arrival stock calculation phase with GSA-VAR
Phase 2 optimizes the supply chain’s total stock under production capacity constraints. However, the
supply chain’s total inventories is a nonlinear function of the decision variables. Therefore we integrate
a piecewise linear approximation formulation into GSA-VAR. This formulation is also referred to as the
Multiple Choice Model and is based on the work of [Magnanti et al., 2006] and [Croxton et al., 2003].
We prefer the use of such a formulation as it does not require a specific supply chain topology, but the
supply chain network cannot contain a directed cycle. The complete model formulation is now as follows:
min
∑
j∈J
∑
r∈R
βrj y
r
j + α
r
jz
r
j (28)
subject to
∑
r∈R
zrj = S
OUT
j − SINj ∀j ∈ J (29)
SOUTj ≤ sj ∀j = JE (30)
Mr−1j y
r
j ≤ zrj ≤ Mrjyrj ∀j ∈ J,∀r ∈ R (31)∑
r∈R
yrj ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ J (32)
SINj − SOUTi ≥ 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ A (33)
SINj ,S
OUT
j ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ J (34)
zrj ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ J,∀r ∈ R (35)
yrj ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ J,∀r ∈ R (36)
In this formulation, index r ∈ R denotes a finite number of intervals for each node’s inventory objective
function. Each interval is bounded by a lower and upper bound Mr−1j and M
r
j . For each interval, the
node’s objective function has a slope αrj and an intercept β
r
j . We denote S
OUT
j −SINj as the node’s value.
Remark that the node’s objective function value contains the SS and EAS (equations (11) and (12)) and
is a function of SOUTj − SINj . We introduce the variable zrj which equals the node’s value in interval r.
Constraint (29) ensures that the node’s value is equal to SOUTj − SINj . For a zrj > 0, this requires yrj = 1
and yrj = 0 otherwise. For each node, constraints (32) and (36) ensure that at most one y
r
j equals one.
Finally, constraint set (31) enforces that each node’s value is between their lower and upper interval
bounds.
4 Experimental results with data from literature
The data set of [Willems, 2008] documents 38 multi-echelon supply chains that have been implemented
in practice and has been used as a test bed by several manuscripts which propose a variant or a solution
algorithm for GSA-DET. This data set classifies each stage according to one of these five classification
labels: distribution, part supply, manufacturing, retail and transportation. [Humair et al., 2013] solve
26 of the 38 supply chains of this publicly available data set. These 26 supply chains employ variable
lead times and [Humair et al., 2013] summarize the results for 12 supply chains. In this section we show
our results for these same 12 supply chains. However, the data regarding the production capacity are
unavailable for these supply chains. As these data are key for our contribution, we show how we use our
own extension to the data set of [Willems, 2008].
4.1 Instance generation
For the instance generation, we use the supply chain topologies and following data from [Willems, 2008]:
 The average lead time and lead time standard deviation of the non-manufacturing stages
 The demand and demand standard deviation of the demand stages
 The service level of the demand stages
 The maximum service time which is the maximum time that the customer is willing to wait
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For the manufacturing stages, j ∈ JM, we use a random number generator to construct our own
extended numerical data set:
 The SCVs of the unit service processes of the manufacturing echelon, (CSj )
2, are drawn from a
continuous uniform distribution with range [0;1.5]
 The batch size Qj is generated as a percentage of the corresponding node’s demand. This percentage
is drawn from a continuous uniform distribution with range [10%;50%].
 The setup time τj and unit processing time tj are generated such that ρj <1. A percentage of the
utilization rate dedicated to setup time and to actual processing time are drawn from a continuous
uniform distribution with range [10%;20%] and [40%;80%] respectively.
 The setup time variance (στj )
2 is generated such that the corresponding SCV, (Cτj )
2, follows a
continuous uniform distribution with range [0;1.5]
Furthermore, without loss of generality, we assume that the number of parallel production lines, m,
is equal to 1. As motivated earlier, we postulate a lognormal distribution for the lead time distribution
function for the manufacturing stages. The determination of a lower bound on the number of intervals
(r ∈ R) to guarantee a sufficiently precise approximation of a node’s inventory performance measure is a
hard problem. In combination with the generation of flow cover cuts, [Magnanti et al., 2006] show good
results for general acyclic networks up to 100 stages while never requiring more than 12 intervals. As
our largest supply chain contains 133 nodes (Chain 15), we set the number of intervals of one node to
20.
4.2 Results for 12 of the [Willems, 2008] supply chains
Both the mathematical programming model and the queuing networks of Section 3 are programmed in
Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 and we use the callable library of IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.6 to solve the
mathematical program. The code is executed on a Windows Server 2012 R2 with two Intel Xeon E5-2698
processors of 2.30 GHz and a RAM of 256 GB.
Table 1 shows the results of our approach (denoted as GSA-CAP) and those shown in [Humair et al.,
2013]. For GSA-CAP, the number of stages with variable lead times will always include the number of
manufacturing stages as our approach computes the lead times and their variability for these stages. The
average utilization column represents the average of the production utilization rates of the manufacturing
stages. Note that it is hard to compare the objective values of GSA-CAP and GSA-VAR as the computed
lead time and lead time variability of the manufacturing nodes of GSA-CAP can be very different from
the assumed lead time and lead time variability of GSA-VAR due to the random number realization to
construct our own extended numerical data set. Our general findings are in line with those of [Humair
et al., 2013]: the number of inventory locations increases compared to GSA-DET with a heuristic solution
for obtaining the lead time. As in the case of Chain 03, the number of stages holding SS increases for
GSA-CAP as the number of stages with variable lead times increases. The additional stages with variable
lead times are the manufacturing stages which are now modeled with queuing networks to calculate their
lead time and lead time variability. The increase in the number of SS locations is also in line with the
intuition explained in [Humair et al., 2013]: supply chains that model variable lead times have more
stages to hold SS to avoid EAS ramifactions as GSA-DET does not consider the latter type of stock.
4.3 Results for the impact of the production capacity integration into GSA-
VAR
We further elaborate on Chain 01 of [Willems, 2008] and summarize the generated supply chain input
data in Table 2. The table entries filled with a cross indicate data which are computed by our approach
whilst the ”NA”-entries show that the production capacity information is Not Applicable (NA) for non-
manufacturing nodes.
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Table 1: Results for 12 of the [Willems, 2008] supply chains
Chain Solution Safety Number of Number of Number of Average Total
name approach stock stages holding stages with variable manufacturing utilization number of
safety stock lead times stages stages
01 GSA-VAR 8351 5 1 2 NA 8
01 GSA-CAP 8354 5 3 2 0.7327 8
03 GSA-VAR 15744 9 8 4 NA 17
03 GSA-CAP 13599 17 12 4 0.7996 17
05 GSA-VAR 1043257 25 16 5 NA 27
05 GSA-CAP 655769 26 17 5 0.7377 27
06 GSA-VAR 50062 16 16 10 NA 28
06 GSA-CAP 112399 26 22 10 0.7941 28
07 GSA-VAR 363 34 38 6 NA 38
07 GSA-CAP 273 38 38 6 0.7970 38
08 GSA-VAR 46030 5 23 4 NA 40
08 GSA-CAP 74118 38 25 4 0.8294 40
09 GSA-VAR 385497 35 11 4 NA 49
09 GSA-CAP 161922 44 15 4 0.7735 49
10 GSA-VAR 4890 55 21 13 NA 58
10 GSA-CAP 6060 58 22 13 0.7658 58
11 GSA-VAR 490 48 45 6 NA 68
11 GSA-CAP 408 63 57 6 0.7970 68
12 GSA-VAR 1511516 80 28 9 NA 88
12 GSA-CAP 732865 88 31 9 0.7354 88
14 GSA-VAR 6002 84 36 9 NA 116
14 GSA-CAP 15739 66 45 9 0.7671 116
15 GSA-VAR 775010 77 77 28 NA 133
15 GSA-CAP 455327 77 77 28 0.7674 133
Table 2: Summary of the input data for Chain 01
Node j (CAj )
2 (CEj )
2 Qj tj τj ewj σ
ew
j µ
D
j σ
D
j
name (units) (minutes) (minutes) (days) (daily) (daily) (daily)
Part1 0 1.22 NA NA NA NA 28 11.22 x x
Part2 1 0.20 NA NA NA NA 15 0 x x
Part3 2 1.36 NA NA NA NA 10 0 x x
Manu1 3 x 1.25 146 3.15 134.99 x x x x
Manu2 4 x 0.19 27 6.14 35.56 x x x x
Ret1 5 x NA NA NA NA 0 0 253 36.62
Ret2 6 x NA NA NA NA 0 0 45 1
Ret3 7 x NA NA NA NA 0 0 75 2
4.3.1 Impact of demand issues
We assume that the internal demand level of node Manu1 varies under different parameter settings
(e.g. as the result of a variation in the external demand of node Ret1). For every parameter setting,
we assume that the assembly supply chain fulfills the external demand and show the performance of
manufacturing node Manu1 under these parameter settings. Studying this node is particularly interesting
as its performance is both subject to production capacity constraints as well as its demand volume. Table
3 shows the queuing results of the first phase for node Manu1 under the different parameter settings.
Remark that the utilization rate, the average lead time and the lead time variability increase as the
node’s load increases.
Figure 5a plots the SS, the accumulated EAS and their sum, the total stock, for a range of pairs of
inbound and outbound guaranteed service times for parameter settings 1 and 10 for node Manu1. This
figure illustrates the following:
 Similarly to [Humair et al., 2013], we observe for both parameter settings that the necessary SS
to guarantee the quoted outbound service time increases as the difference between the outbound
service time and inbound service time becomes more negative and EAS piles up as the difference
Table 3: Results for node Manu1 (j = 3) under different parameter settings
Parameter setting Parameter setting ρj ew
Q
j
σew
Q
j ewj σ
ew
j
number (days) (daily) (days) (daily)
Manu1 Dem = 298 1 0.5215 0.1221 0.4677 0.2619 0.4695
Manu1 Dem = 323 2 0.5653 0.1328 0.4780 0.2715 0.4797
Manu1 Dem = 348 3 0.6090 0.1448 0.4896 0.2827 0.4912
Manu1 Dem = 373 4 0.6527 0.1585 0.5027 0.2955 0.5042
Manu1 Dem = 398 5 0.6965 0.1742 0.5174 0.3105 0.5189
Manu1 Dem = 423 6 0.7402 0.1924 0.5341 0.3279 0.5355
Manu1 Dem = 448 7 0.7840 0.2137 0.5532 0.3486 0.5545
Manu Dem = 473 8 0.8278 0.2390 0.5751 0.3732 0.5764
Manu1 Dem = 498 9 0.8715 0.2696 0.6006 0.4031 0.6018
Manu1 Dem = 165 10 0.8129 0.3070 0.6307 0.4400 0.6318
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Figure 5: Impact of demand and capacity issues for node Manu1
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(a) Impact of demand issues
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(b) Impact of capacity issues
between the outbound and inbound guaranteed service times becomes more positive. This leads
to the nonconcavity of the node’s total stock ([Humair et al., 2013]).
 When we compare the two parameter settings, we observe that the node’s total stock curve of
parameter setting 10 (marked in red) lies on top of parameter setting 1 (marked in blue). As the
node’s load increases, the impact on the supply chain’s the total supply chain stock is negative.
4.3.2 Impact of capacity issues
In Figure 5b, we show the SS, EAS and total stock for parameter setting 1 with a base level and an
increased level of the production capacity utilization. We are interested in the impact of the production
capacity while these stock levels are independent of the change of the node’s internal demand. Such
increase in the production capacity utilization can be due to e.g. breakdowns or capacity allocated to
other products. Figure 5b is constructed as follows:
 The plots for the Base Capacity Utilization Level (BCUL) are the same to those in Figure 5a
(marked in blue).
 For the plots with an Increased Capacity Utilization Level (ICUL), we use the same input data
as in parameter setting 1 except for the capacity utilization level. We use the capacity utilization
level of parameter setting 10 and recompute the lead time and its variability for parameter setting
1.
The SS increases when an increased production capacity utilization level is considered because a longer
and more variable lead time needs to be buffered. On the contrary, the EAS decreases for an increased
production capacity utilization level. This is because, on average, less lead time realizations are smaller
than the difference between the node’s outbound and inbound service times as the node’s average lead
time and lead time variability increase. Remark that in industry both effects (demand and capacity
issues) may come into play simultaneously and even further increase the importance of trading off
operational buffers ([Vandaele and De Boeck, 2003]).
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Figure 6: Structure of the secondary processes of the rotavirus vaccine supply chain of GSK Vaccines
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5 Application to the design of a rotavirus vaccine supply chain
We are now ready to illustrate our approach for the design of a rotavirus vaccine supply chain. In
[Lemmens et al., 2016] we discuss the key issues to design a vaccine supply chain and in [Decouttere
et al., 2015] we motivate the choice of the rotavirus vaccine as an illustrative case. Rotaviruses are
double-stranded RNA viruses that replicate in the intestine and represent the worldwide major cause of
severe diarrhoea for children younger than 5 years ([Smith et al., 1980]). [Tate et al., 2012] estimate that
this virus caused the deaths of 453000 children worldwide in 2008. Since 2006, two effective rotavirus
vaccines have been licensed and are recommended for use in all countries by the WHO, particularly in
those countries with a high diarrhoea mortality rate for children younger than 5 years.
5.1 Supply chain description
[Pujar et al., 2014] explain that the vaccine antigen is generated via a cultivation process (we refer to
it as the primary process) and is characterized by an appropriate choice of cell substrate, growth media
and fermentation or cell culture conditions that reproducibly produce the antigen in large quantities.
Subsequently, the vaccine purification process may remove host cell impurities, process additives and
yields a bulk vaccine. The bulk vaccine is converted into a final vaccine product in the formulation
(Form), filling (Fill) and packaging (Pack) processes. We refer to these processes as (a subset of) the
secondary processes which are shown in Figure 6. Through these stages, the vaccine is formulated into a
final composition which can be in liquid or lyophilized form, and then presented in an appropriate final
presentation, such as plastic tubes, vials or prefilled oral applicators.
The quality control and quality assurance department guarantees persistence of quality during these
processes by various tests. Some of these tests are performed in parallel with the subsequent manufactur-
ing stages as the lead time of these tests can be long. However, to continue the manufacturing processes,
some critical tests need to be performed immediately after the formulation and filling stages to identify
whether the vaccines are allowed to proceed to the next stage. When the results of these critical tests
are positive, the vaccines are put in a Restricted Status (Form RS and Fill RS). To release the vaccine,
the outcome of the Usage Decisions (Form UD and Fill UD) performed in parallel need to be positive.
After the release stage vaccines are prepared (Prep) for shipment and wait in cold storage until they can
be shipped to local warehouses worldwide.
Especially for developing countries, an appropriate presentation to administer the vaccine is assessed
when introducing a vaccine in a country’s immunization programme. For the rotavirus vaccine the
volume per box of vaccines depends on the vaccine presentation: squeezable tubes, oral applicators or
vials ([WHO, 2013]). These volumes are an important determinant to decide on the use of one of these
presentations as the cold chain capacity limits the number of doses that can be transported and stored in
refrigerators. However, vaccines also need to be easy to administer as not all of the health care workers
and volunteers receive the same training ([WHO, 2014]). Generally, the plastic tube presentation of the
rotavirus vaccine is perceived as an easy to use presentation as it can be administered in a swift and safe
way. This presentation has been introduced in many developing countries and implies that the majority
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Table 4: Lead time data and guaranteed service time solution for the base case
Stage ewj σ
ew
j GST
IN
j GST
OUT
j
name (days) (daily) (days) (days)
Form 1 0 100 101
Form RS 1 0 101 102
Fill* 3.04 1.74 102 105.04
Fill RS 59.03 28.91 105.04 213.02
Pack* 0.15 0.40 213.02 213.17
Release 23.47 11.21 213.17 236.64
Prep 81.67 36.31 236.64 280
Fo UD 112.17 31.9 101 213.17
Fi UD 99.18 50 105.04 204.22
of the demand volume are tubes. Therefore we focus on the tube presentation of the vaccine in the
remainder of this work.
5.2 Numerical illustration
We use inequality (1) to model the quality tests performed in parallel with the manufacturing stages.
We model the release of a batch of vaccines as an assembly process of the manufacturing stages and the
outcome of the Usage Decisions as the release is only allowed to proceed in case of the last of the three
preceding nodes has finished successfully. Remark that inequality (1) is also relevant for combination
vaccines (e.g. DTP vaccine, [WHO, 2016]): all the vaccine components need to be ready before the
manufacturing process can continue.
For our numerical illustration, we focus on the secondary processes and assume that the primary
process takes 100 days. For the secondary processes we extracted the lead times for a sample of 103
batches using GSK Vaccines’ SAP system. Table 4 shows the stages’ average lead time and corresponding
variability. Remark that an asterisk indicates a supply chain stage for which the lead time and its
variability are computed in Phase 1 using the proposed queuing network methodology. In this table, we
distinguish the processes performed in parallel with the manufacturing stages by a dashed line.
In addition, we were provided with the following production capacity data. A formulated batch
consists of 270000 units to be processed. The filling and packaging stages contain high-speed batch
processing activities and consist of three and two parallel lines respectively. These lines are configured
in a way such that each filling line processes 200 units per minute and each packaging line processes 329
units per minute. For the filling lines as well as the packaging lines, we assume that they operate 3 shifts
of 8 hours per day and 5 days per week. On average, 64 % of the daily operating time is dedicated to
actual processing whilst the remaining percentage is used as setup time (e.g. maintenance, validation).
Furthermore we assume that GSK Vaccines processes 240 formulated batches in a year and the yearly
demand volume to be normally distributed with a mean of 60 million doses and a standard deviation of
61785 doses.
The introduction of the rotavirus vaccine in a new country may lead to a substantial increase of the
demand volume. In this paper, we are interested in the case that the demand volume may increase from
60 mio doses (base case) to 65 mio doses and that the annual number of manufactured batches increases
from 240 batches to 260 batches accordingly. For this illustrative case, we see these values as the possible
realizations for the demand volume as an event parameter.
Furthermore, GSK Vaccines is interested in cutting lead times as the company is setting up lead time
reduction programmes to gradually reduce its lead times. We will demonstrate the impact of cutting
lead times on the supply chain stock and compare the results with the current lead times. We assume
that GSK Vaccines has the option to shorten (1) Fo UD with 30 days or (2) Fi UD with 30 days or
(3) Fill RS with 30 days. We see these values as the possible realizations for the lead times as a design
parameter.
Table 5 shows the results for the production capacity utilization for filling and packaging. For
completeness we show the results for 8 scenarios for our model-KPI from Phase 1. Note that this
number of scenarios is the result of a full factorial design of the possible realizations for our event (2)
and design parameter (4).
We assume that the supply chain responsiveness is a KPI which comes straight from the scenario
description and equals 280 days. For the base scenario (current lead times and demand volume) we
show the guaranteed service time solution in Table 4. For each scenario, Figure 7 shows the results of
the inventory optimization of Phase 2. Panel 7a shows that the largest benefits of cutting lead times
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Table 5: Results for the production capacity utilization of Phase 1
Event parameter
Current demand volume Increased demand volume
Filling Packaging Filling Packaging
Design parameter
Current lead times 63.18 % 72.72 % 68.45 % 78.78 %
Fo UD reduction 63.18 % 72.72 % 68.45 % 78.78 %
Fi UD reduction 63.18 % 72.72 % 68.45 % 78.78 %
Fill RS reduction 63.18 % 72.72 % 68.45 % 78.78 %
Figure 7: Impact of reducing lead times at Fo UD, Fi UD and Fill RS with 30 days
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can be obtained in case of reducing the Fo UD stage with 30 days: the yearly stock decreases with 3.87
mio doses (10.83 %). This is because the reduction of Fo UD has the largest impact on the decrease of
the inbound guaranteed service time of the release stage and subsequently leads to the largest reduction
in EAS before the release stage. For the scenario representing a reduction of Fill RS with 30 days, we
observe an increase of the EAS and the supply chain stock. This is due to the fact that the release process
is seen as assembly stage and its inbound guaranteed service time does not change in this scenario. The
lead time reduction of Fill RS leads to especially more EAS before the release stage. For Panel 7b we
observe that the total stock for each scenario is larger compared to its corresponding scenario in Panel
7a. Note that this effect is partly due to the integration of the impact of the production capacity on the
lead time (Phase 1). Also for this panel we observe that the largest benefits of cutting lead times can
be obtained in case of reducing the Fo UD stage with 30 days: the yearly stock decreases with 4.19 mio
doses (12.13 %).
For this illustrative case we observe that the design parameter realization “cutting lead times of
Fo UD with 30 days” shows promising results according to our KPI in case of both event parameter
realizations. Note that the extraction of a design parameter realization which shows the best results in
case of all events can become more complicated as the number of design parameters and event parameters
increases.
6 Conclusions and further steps
This work extends the guaranteed service approach with variable lead times by the integration of pro-
duction capacity. Therefore we decompose a manufacturing node into a batch processing activity and
compute the lead time and its variability for such a node by the use of G/G/m queuing networks. This
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extension allows a supply chain design to be evaluated according to multiple performance measures:
supply chain inventories, supply chain responsiveness and production capacity utilization.
We extended 12 instances of the data set of [Willems, 2008] to validate our approach. For our
extended data set, all the manufacturing stages are modeled with queuing networks to calculate their
lead time and lead time variability. Similarly to [Humair et al., 2013] we observe that the number of SS
locations increases as the number of stages with variable lead times increases to avoid EAS ramifications.
We see three opportunities to extend our modeling approach. A first step of this research is to de-
compose a manufacturing node into a (sub)network of nodes. Such an approach allows us to measure the
impact of different batch sizes (under regulatory and manufacturing constrains) on the lead time ([Lam-
brecht and Vandaele, 1996, Lambrecht et al., 1998]). A second opportunity is to model the lead times
of the quality processes as endogenous variables as these processes are time-consuming. Finally, another
extension is to integrate shared capacity between different vaccines. This extension is highly relevant for
more complex manufacturing vaccine supply chains as production capacity is carefully allocated between
multiple products to satisfy the demand of a set of vaccines.
Figure 1 shows that our scenarios will correspond to a combination of design parameters and event
parameters for the vaccine supply chain. We are interested in finding design parameters that are suffi-
ciently robust with respect to uncertain future events. Therefore we will evaluate the performance of a
set of scenarios according to two types of KPIs: model-based and non-model KPIs ([Decouttere et al.,
2015, Hahn et al., 2016]). Figure 4 shows the two phases of our flow model and the positioning of this pa-
per’s contribution to reveal both undesirable vis-a-vis championing design parameters by evaluating the
model-based KPIs of each scenario. To satisfy the needs of the vaccine manufacturer and its stakeholders
for such a design parameter, an appropriate reconciliation of economical, technological and value-based
KPIs is required ([Decouttere et al., 2015]). We refer the interested reader into the performance eval-
uation of set of scenarios according to model-based and non-model KPIs and the determination of a
scenario’s efficiency and scenario ranking to [Decouttere et al., 2015] and [Hahn et al., 2016].
We emphasized the importance of studying the lead times for the design of a vaccine supply chain.
Both literature and industry characterize the vaccine supply chain as unresponsive and show their interest
to reduce lead times. During past few years, GSK Vaccines has shifted more attention from demand
forecasting toward lead time reduction: the company has implemented various initiatives to map the
production lead times and to identify the critical chain of its vaccines. Furthermore, GSK Vaccines is
currently considering to implement a company wide lead time reduction programme. We considered
such lead time reduction programmes as a design parameter being part of the scenarios of our numerical
illustration. We demonstrated the extraction of a design parameter realization in case of the current
demand volume as well as an increased demand volume. We note that such lead time reductions may
not be straightforwardly achievable and take several years to implement as process changes require a
stringent validation by the relevant regulatory authorities.
For our industrial application, we will build more complex scenarios and evaluate them according
to multiple KPIs. A more complex design parameter may, for example, encompass the production of
more thermostable vaccines ([Chen and Kristensen, 2009]). In [Decouttere et al., 2015] we show how to
validate complex scenarios with industry experts as well as with relevant stakeholders. Finally, we point
out that our generic approach can be extended to other, more complex vaccine manufacturing supply
chains as well as to other health supply chains and even to supply chain design in general.
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Appendix A
We show the equations to calculate the SS and EAS for GSA-VAR. The equations exposed in this
appendix can be considered as complementary to the ones described in [Humair et al., 2013].
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SSj = kj
√
Y(T)(σDj )
2 + (µDj )
2Z(T) (37)
EASj = µ
D
j (Y(T)− ewj + T) (38)
where T = SOUTj − SINj and functions Y() and Z() are specified as follows:
Y(T) = H2j (T
+)− T(1−H1j (T+)) (39)
Z(T) = T2H1j (T
+)(1−H1j (T+))−2TH1j (T+)H2j (T+) + H3j (T+)− (H2j (T+))2 (40)
where T+ = [SOUTj − SINj ]+ = max{SOUTj − SINj , 0}. In case of a discrete lead time distribution for
stage j, the H-functions are specified as follows:
H1j (T
+) =
T+∑
l=0
pi[Lj = l] (41)
H2j (T
+) =
∞∑
l=T+
lpi[Lj = l] (42)
H3j (T
+) =
∞∑
l=T+
l2pi[Lj = l] (43)
where pi[Lj = l] denotes the probability that the realized lead time for stage j equals l. For a continuous
lead time distribution, the H-functions become H1j (T
+) =
∫ T+
l=0
fLj(l)dl, H
2
j (T
+) =
∫∞
l=T+
lfLj(lj)dl and
H3j (T
+) =
∫∞
l=T+
l2fLj(l)dl with fLj(l) the lead time distribution function.
Appendix B
We use the approximation of [Whitt, 1993] to calculate the variance of the batch waiting time:
(σew
Q
j )
2 = (ewQj )
2(Cew
Q
j )
2 (44)
(Cew
Q
j )
2 = ((CWj )
2 + 1− piDj )/piDj (45)
piDj = ρj + ((C
BA
j )
2 − 1)ρj(1− ρj)hj(ρj, (CBAj )2, (CBSj )2) (46)
hj(ρj, (C
BA
j )
2), (CBSj )
2) =
1+(CBAj )
2+ρj[C
2
e ]j
1+ρj((CBSj )
2−1)+ρ2j (4(CBAj )2+(CBSj )2)
, (CBAj )
2 ≤ 1
4ρj
(CBAj )
2+ρ2j (4(C
BA
j )
2+(CBSj )
2)
, (CBAj )
2 ≥ 1
(47)
(CWj )
2 = 2ρj − 1 + 4
3
(1− ρj)d3j /((CBSj )2 + 1)2 (48)
d3j =
{
3
4 [
1
q2j
+ 1(1−qj)2 ], (C
BS
j )
2 ≥ 1
(2(CBSj )
2 + 1)((CBSj )
2 + 1), (CBSj )
2<1
(49)
qj = [1 +
√
4((CBSj )
2 − 1)((CBSj )2 + 1)]/2 (50)
where (Cew
Q
j )
2 is the SCV of the batch waiting time, piDj is the probability of delay or the probability
that an arrival must wait before service can start and (CWj )
2 is the SCV of the batch waiting time given
that the machine is busy.
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